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Lee's tenure appeal denied;
physics decision upheld
Bev Pfeifer
Chancellor Arnold B. Grohman has upheld the decision
made by the physics department

to deny assistant geology pro.
fessor UIl')' Lee's tenure application.
Lee plans to appeal the decision 10 Interim President James
C. Olson, the next person in the
university appeal process.
Grobman would not comment
on what aspect he found Lee

deficient in, but said he tallr:ed
to Lee on two occasions. went
through the entire file and
weighed an pans equally.
'" still hl"en't been given a
reason for the denials." said
Lee. "You can't argue your case
if they don't accuse you of
anything specifiCally."
Acrording to Lee, the Board of
Curators reversed a tenure decision last year. "That won't do
me any good because they can

just.hold my salary constant for

Bids to be accepted
or Admin destruction
The final decision on which
company will get me job may be
decided by the Soard of <':urT~e

deadline for acceptance

of bids for demolition of the old
Administration Building was Feb
2•.
"The final decision will probably not be made until the

middle of Mall:h." said Paul
Elsea, superintendent of the
Physical Plant.
There are seven companies
interested in lhc job. among
them arc four local companies
and three out-stale rompanies.
The companies are: AALCO
Reding Co., (local); Hemphill
,Con"".,,;on Co., (local): C.S.E
(Kansas City); Intern.Demolition and Savagc.

'", ••• h.,m.. Tenn.); Spiat_s
R:,~:;:~", (local): and Hayden
~

Co., (East 51. Louis,

ators. They meet on March 16
and 17. They may also choose
not to accept any of -the present
bids and reopen the bidding.
Sleven Platt , a student concerned with saving the building,
said, "My understanding Is that
there is already an allocation of
funds set aside for the demol·
ition, If any of the bids should
be under 5100,000, the papers
for the work could be signed
immediately.
"This could mean that demol·
ition work could begin. conceiv·
ably, on Friday morning. " said
Platt, "and the board could be
completely bypassed."
Platt is currently consulting
with his lawyer to obtain an
injUnction agl'oinst any attempts
to demolish the building.

•

rampcu. The buUdlng I. etlfftntly IC:bcdulcd to be demoUabed 1OOtI.
(Photo by Jeane Vogd.Fra.n:dJ.

•

"They want a geo.physlcs
program." stated Lee. After )'m
gone. they'lI bring in a geo·
physicist. They are lOOking for
some way to save the physics
p rog ram, because my classes
toot 50 many students away
fro m them."
Lee said he has bad other job
offers but is unsure if he should
accept any. "I have no )oyalty at
all to the school anymore," he
said, "I'm staying in the area
for the present because of my
children. "

Since the appeal process, Lee
has found increasing pressure.
"I have had to account for every
penny 1 spend in the depart.
ment , I can stay at UMSL until
June, 1978," said Lee, "bul the
pressure will just increase and
teaching becomes very diffl·
cul t. "

NEXT HURDLE: I.any Lee, ....Islant geology profell8Or. passes
another atop In hili tenure appeal . Lee wUl next 80 to Int" rim
PresldeDt Jame. C. ,?IIMlD. ICIII'ft,t P"oto'

Central Council 'grills' Nelson
T ODy'

BcD

The Centra l Council Grievance Committee will period·
ically sponsor question and ans·
wer sesslOns-ealled "The
Grill"-with various university
administrators.
The fi rst "Grill " was held
Thursday, Feb. 17, in 123 J.C.
Penney Building, as Bill McMullan and Dan Crone, council
Representatives. along with an
audience of about twelve inter·
ested students, interrogated
Chief James Nelson of the
UMSL Police Dept.
"Frankly, I thint we could
have been harder on him, but I
think Chief Nelson did I good
job telling us what we wanted to
know. This was only the first
'Grill' and every one was II little
nervous." said McMullan.
'" Ii\( .. Ih .. idea of adminis.
trators reporting to students. It
will do everybody involved a lot
of good, because communi·
cations on all levels will be
bettet." added Crone.
The Gr ievance Committee
hopes to gel rep resentatives
from other departments, ac.
cording to Crone. so that stu·
de nts will better understand
their university.

THE PARTY'S OVER: A room In the old AclmlnlatralJoD Balldbla
.bow. the remalrul of oraanhatlon movet to other part. of the

•

the next fifteen years," said
Lee. "There's no way you can
live on a constant salary."
Lee said he believes that the
physics depat1lTlent has the most
to gain by his tenure denial.

Steven Plan, former chairman
of the committee, said, " We
have no specific time set when
these Grills tate place. It will
vary. depending on whether
there are any pressing problems
on campus. Hopefully, tbe Grills
will help administrators do a
bener job. Obviously, if every·
thing is just fine, there is no
need for a Grill."
During the session, Nelson
handled questions about his

depanment. the parting sltua·
tion and crime on ca mpus.
AJthough he believes he could
always use mOf"C men. Nelson
felt his current staff was ade.
q uate. A foot patrolman has
becn added to each shift, and
now, any female evening student
can request an escon to her car.
Parting .• controversial issue
at UMSL, is not considered a
major priority of the police,
according to Nelson.
"The on ly time we place more
cmphasis of the lTaffic situalion
is at the beginning of each new
semester, because we ha\le so
many new students. Our main
concern is still security." Nelson
said.
The recent increase of crime
campus is a major concern of
police department, but Nelson

~n

said he wu confident Ihal a
crime preven.tion campaign. ~n
to be introduced on campus.
would help reduce it. "With
only five patrolmen on dUl~ per
sh ift , they can only observe <;('1
much."
"Ten thousand eyes can see 10.
lot more than ten." said Nelson
The chief urged increased stu·
dent use of the eme rgen c~
phones !:Ind the Ho. lin t"s te
r eport a crime or suspicious
behavior.
"The Grill" \Ilas recorded by
KWMU. and according to Romondo Davis, Student Staff
General Manager of the radio
station, the tape ""iI! be replayed
on the air. and will be heard in
the U. Center Lounge and J.C.
Penney Auditorium. It is tenta·
lively scheduled to be aired on
Monday, Feb. 28.
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News in Brief----

u. Players hold auditions
Auditions for the next UMSl play. "Waiting (or GOOot." will
bcgin Feb. 28. and continue 10 March 4. The auditions are open to
all students and will be held from J·S p.m. and 7:JO.9:JO p.m. each
day in room 105 Benton Hall.
Students interested in viewing the script before then, can come
to the Speech Depanmenl , room 590. Lucas Hall. and bortow a
copy.

Communiversity to begin
Communiversity courses will begin Feb. 22, 1977. The courses
are free and are taught by volunteers.
Classes will be held in self·defense, parenting, improvisational
theater. and figure drawing.
Additional courses will be announ«:d as they are scheduled.
Registration is currently taking pll«: at the Information Desk in
the lobby o( the University Center.

Car course for women
The Women's Car Collective, a group of women mechanics,
located in South SI. Louis, is offering women's classes in Basic
Maintenance.
The Basic Maintenance workshop is a six week course covering
oil and filter changes. for belt change and adjustment, fluid checks,
banery care and service. and introduction to using tools and engine
pans indentification,
aasses wil be held Saturday afternoons from 2·5 p.m. and will
heRin on March 12 , 1917.
For more information or 10 registcr for the workshop. call WeRC·
664·0922.

Hostels offer sailing trip
American Youth Hostels, Inc. is offering sailing trips in the Gulf
of Mexico during spring break.
The five· day cruise is S 154 and includes food and sailing
Instructions for a 26·foot sloop. Transponation to and from the
"taning point. Ft. Meyers, Florida, will be an enra ellpense. The.
("ruise can begin any Monday in March or April.
For more information, write to American Youth Hostels Metro-?Olitan Detroit Council, Jerry aarron, 14335 W. McNichols,
Detroit. Michigan. 48235; or call (3IJ) 27J·8560.

Retired faculty organize

ANOTHER AWARD: Cbuck Smith [rlahtJ, athletic dJrector, wu MnOl'M at the UMSL Alumni NJabt
Baaketball Game, Feb. 5. Muty Headenon, pl'Hident of the AJam.a.I Auoclatlon, .. p~ 111 left
[Photo by Debra Kno:l DeIeI1lWlDJ.

Springs controversy yields report
A report on the Weldon
Springs controversy by an UMSL
group will eventually be sent to
Interim President James Olson.
The Senate Committee on
Fiscal Resources and Long
Range Planning has fonned a
subcommittee for that purpose.
Larry Friedman. assistant pro.
fessor of biology. is chairperson
of the committee.
A bill, whleh just passed
through the Missouri Senate
would prcvent any government

agency from selling over SOO
acres of land without Assembly
consent. The Weidon Springs
tract covers 8800 acres.
The bill passed on a 12·7
vote Wednesday, allows the
legislature to reject a decision by
UM to sell aU or part of the
8,OOO·acre tract for commercial
development .
"I'm surprised we (UMSL)
have not jumped into it before
this." said Friedman.
"The area." said Chancellor
Arnold B. Grobman, "is an

excellent area for bio--research.
recreational area, or other
things. Since we are the closest
campus to Weldon Springs. it
would be good for a commince
to study future plans."
John Perry, vice chancellor of
administrative services. stated,
" ) feel some land should be
reserved for the university. We
can't look ahead more than ten
years with accuracy, but there
might be a possibility for
another campus-perhaps fifty
years from now."

WI. SPECIAL

The organizalion for the UMSL reti red faculty and staff held its
firSI meet ing Feb. J. to "formalize our association and see old
,young) friends."
The dub was formed to utilize the resources of retired faculty
'~nd Slaf1. "ccording to Margaret Fagin Hanung. president.
The dub plans to maintain and build loyalty to the university.
'M l',"b<!r~ can be o( service to the university through speaking
,'ugugl'nlenls. in which they may act as a public relations contact
fO petlple in the community." said Hartung.
nl': club offers (ellowship and social contacts for its members .
.ond also aCls as an informational source.
Tht' group can be of service to its members by being sure the
members ate aware of all the benefits and servi«:s available upon
retiremenl. These include continued use of the library, and an
identification card for admission to university events at regular
fa ("uhy and staff prices. Members can also receive information
about the insurance benefits through the university.
The organization has sent OUt letters to prospective members,
and once it becomes established, plans to hold a monthly meeting
on campus.

lfit lb. single hamburger
french fries • large drink
OPEN FOA LUNCH
MON-FAI 1Im-, 30 pm

::

~'EVERY

TUES $

25"t,~~~SA~rEN~~HT

;: EVERY WED
.

N .... ZTEE AOCKS
BEER BLAST -'HOME GROWN
BANO HAAVEST
L .... OIES· NO COVER
TI-I'S FRIO;" YI &' SA TURDA Y I

-

ASYLUM

,,,
----

Good at any local
Wendy'S thru
February

CrV3

8219 Florissant
across from
UMSL Campus
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MoPIRG feasible with new university president
MyraMON

Establishment of a Missouri
Public Interest Research Group
(MoPIRG) at UMSL may become
feasib le when a new full-time
university president is appointed
according to Steve Graham. a
MoPIRG member.
MoPIRG and the related Missouri Public Interest Research
Group Foundation (MoPIRGF)
are independent, non-partisan.
not-for-profit Missouri corpora-

tions which were organized by
students following campus-wide
referenda at St. Loui s and
Washington Universities in 1971.

changed to the Committee to
Establish MoPIRG, applied for
recognition as a student organization at UMSL.

In 1971, Ralph Nader came to
St. Louis and visited UMSL.
Washington University and St.
Louis University urging students
to organize on campuses.

Nader spoke at UM5L again in
October, 1974 and once again
called for the students here to
organize for the advocacy of
consumer protection. He spoke
also at the Columbia and Kansas
City campuses.

Records from the student activities office show that on March
2, 1972, the Committee for
Student Action, which was later

t1l1lel JlleSel1UI

A

/llW1~lit

()t tilt? J((A

In the fa ll of 1974. there was a
petition driVe in which students
were asked to vote in favor of or
in opposition to establishing a
MoPIRG on campus. Of those
who voted. 80 per cent eI'
pressed a desire for MoPIRG.
However. this was a petition

drive and not an official referendum.
A Central Counci l ge neral
election was held April 21·23,
1975 with the MoPIRG referendum an issue on the ballot. The
results showed that out of thc
1,000 students voting, 68 per
cent were in support of establishing MoPIRG at UMSL.
The referendum proposed that
a mandatory fee of 52 per
semester be instituted. The university would collect the money
aloug with the regular fees each
semester and then give it to
MoPIRG. Students would have
been able to receive a refund of
their 52 upon request.

Free swimming, handball,
vol leyball . gym, and refreshments.
OUR AIM IS iXCEWNCE IN ttACHING
AND SlaVICl TO THi MiDICAI. PROfESSION

at the Jewish'ConI'runlty Center
Saturday, March 5th.

~10

I~-----------------1
Medical Professions Institute I

pm

Call Hillel, 726-61n , by Friday
for reservations

I
- - &.'" LooOo, IL IlllA
I
I.....
I
I
I """""
CAll 994-3553 I em
.....
I
j
or mail TODAY IL _________________
..
__
I

The money collecte d would
have paid for a professional staff
to work with students in the area
of consumer research and for the
printing and publishing of report,.
Jack Hamilton, assistant to
then university president C.
Brice Ratchford, stated at the
time that there was no way that
MoPIRG could be supported>,
with the activity fees. By supporting MoPIRG. the university
would be setting a precedent
and would have to provide
support to all organizations requesting it.
Maric Vitale, the present
chairoerson of the Committee to
Establish MoPIRG. recalled that
the challenge from the university
administration came over a
question of legality.
"U nder the Missouri statutes,
it is illegal for a public institution (UMSL) to collect private funds. " she said. MoPIRG
lawyers disagree with the university's legal stand.
In July. 1975, in response to
university objections. the Committee to Establish MoPIRG
initiated an alternative method
to change the "mandatory bui
refundable" fee to a voluntary
[ceo The "s!lldents had the
option to payor decline from
paying the 52" undcr this plan.
siad Vitale.

This action sparked 3. Ii :Ie
more poSItIve rcply from the
administration but the issle
never reached the agenda of the
Board of Curators, noted {,ra·
ham. The Board of Curators
objected to the proposal on the
grounds that the universit y
should not act as a collection
agency for an outside organ·
ization .

•

There are J4 PIRGs nationally.
including the MoPIRGs at
Washington and 51. Louis Un·
iversities.
According to Graham, the
s uccess of these PIRGs are
anributed in part. because many
are in more liberal slatcs and
got into those educational systems early.
Though unable to organize at
UM5L, MoPIRG has not stopped
working for its other goals. Last
summer they endorsed a successful petition drive to place a
proposed law on the November
ballot which prohibited Missouri's electri c utilities from
raiSing their rates to finance
construction of new power
plants.
They have numerou.s reports
in areas of fair advertising,
health emergency care, and prescription drug pricing practices.
The • 'Tena nts Rights Handbook." "Women and the Law in
Missouri," and the "Consumer
Complaint Guide " were just a
few handbooks published for St.
Louis area consumers.

Now comes

time.

Party Time is MILLER Time
For Your BEER NEEDS ...
Call Ron at 423·8741

...,. ..... ,..- ... .,. "'- ' "

The future of MoPIRG at
UMSL is questionable. according
to Vitale. Up to now there has
bcen a lack of visibility o n
campus. she said and, "we need
stude nt s to invest time and
efforts as well as interest for
MoPIRG to be established
here."

f.:
.:/-

-I"";'.'"
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editorials
Enrollment forecasts come true
The dire forecasts of enrollment decline
that many experts have been predicting since
1974 have finally come to pass. The 600 drop
in student regisuation in the fall has sem the
cold shivers of financial retrenchment
through [he top level of university budgeting
down TO the campus food service and books tore.
While the presenr situation is a far cry
from the disas trous closing last April of City
University in New York. it is a serious
problem nonetheless . Faculty probably won't
oe discuss ing academia in the unemployment
(inc, but if any observations can be drawn
irom the: CUNY debacle. it is that higher
t"ducation is not a sacred cow . The product
·he uni vers ity market s is as volatile to
~ han8ing limes and differing public perpectJ\'cs as any other service and perhaps
nore so now due to uncertain employment
lpporruniries for graduates .
Recognizing the decline in enrollment as a
'major problem facing higher education,"
'hancellor Grobman outlined an Il'p?int
·rogram to cope with such eventuahties.
Because of the nature of the economy. demo~ raphi c factors, and reduced social inrerest in
allege auendance , years of declining en:ollment can be anucipated , Grobman told
he faculty in January . In simple terms, the
!lOSI war enrollment in public schools has
levelled off and prospective college entranrs
3. ~en·t as readiJy as.m red of the return on
rheir college investment.
That the Grobman plan addresses these
problems specifically is indeed commendable .
Grobman has made himself well aware of
university problems in his short time here
and at least 00 paper his plan for increasing
enrollment is sound.
Sincc (he problem of enrollment decline is
a levC'lling college age base then it seems

( UMSL

likely that tbe uruvecsiry will have to am'act
people who would go to another college or
university, presumably because they offered
programs or activities UMSL does not. The
chancellor proposes to deal with the situation
by expanding programs in areas of professional, graduate and li~eral arts educa~on.
Of coucse , these additions and expanSIOns
require additional funds and as .the faculty at
City University in New York Will attest, you
can't always look to the public tax dO.lIars for
relief. Barring continued increases 10 st3:te
aid, what the chancellor's program boils
down to is taking resources that are used or
would be used by other s.tate .universities and
bring them to UMSL. This might m~an funds
diverted here for optometty or nurslOR or the
moving the law or journalism program to this
campus.
Is the need then for these JPrograms to ~ in
Sf. Louis? Will they serve students and the
general public to a greater extent by being at
UMSL rather than at Columbia or another
campus? The answer is yes. The proponion
of tax dollars come from SL Louis as does a
large ponion of the Missouri college age
population. Also the area provides greater
resource materials that can be utilized by
professional and graduate students.
Chancellor Grobman told the faculty that
his plan would meet hard resistance from
exis ting instirutions and boards of conuol
~cause of economic , historic and prestige
considerations. Grobman's plan will then test
the University of Missouri 's contention that it
is four campuses making up one university .
Will the four campuses work to~ether for the
~nefit of the people of Missoufl or will they
hold on dearly [0 their own existing programs
and future plans in the name of history and
prestige.
Tom Wolf

letters
Clarifies Princewell'sfacts
Dear Editor:
1 have just finished reading
Bev Pfeifer's article "Princewell,
a man of two worlds" in the
Feb. 10 issue of the UMSL
Current and while I admire
Princewell's effort to put his
ideas and beliefs across to the
populace. I also feel a pressing
sense of obligation to the UMSL
readers and to the world at large
and would therefore like to
straighten out a few facts and
hopefully the misinformed will
get the coned facts through this
medium.
Since I cannot reach everybody who read the article individually, I decided to try and
reach them via the UMSL Current. Nigeria is one of the
largest countries in Africa; in
fact about one and half times the
size of Te.las. The population of
Nigeria is officially 56 million
and not lIS million as Princewell
told you. The 56 million figure is
as of 1963. and I happen to have
that data available. for verification by anyone who is inter·
ested. Incidentally. the latest
census put the figure at 79
million but due to factional
disputes. that census was nullified by the late head of state
Genreal Murtala Mohammed.
I will give praise to Prince·
well's efforts at becoming an
author of many books. I earnestly look forward to the publication of his book "Ish." I
remember reading a book
"Isja" published in 1966 by
C.O.D. Ekwensi one of Nigeria's
peioneer ..... riters. Mr. Ekwensi
also wrote "The Burning Grass"
a fictional story based on the
nomadic life of the fulani tribe of
the Northern parts of Nigeria
where he was born and raised. I
am not versed in the legalities of
copyright to know if this is a
form of plegiarism or oot but I
sincerely hope that Princewell
had done some background investigation before embarking on
his project. Between borrowing
the title of one of Mr. Ekwensi's
previous books and basing his
story on the same theme already
incorporated in his "Burning
Grass," Princewell might either
be paraphrasing or rewriting the
"Burning Grass" in his own
words. and I sincerely hope Ihis
is not the case.
I have come across vanous

definitions of freedom but never.
before have I seen or heard it
defmed the way Princewell de·
fined it. It seems to me that
Princewell is equating freedom
to lack of responsibility. I hope
this definition is not intended to
brand Aunericans as a bunch of
irresponsibles. I know very well
that most Americans feel res·
ponsible to their government
and to their fellow men. Americans are not "free to do any·
thing without feeling responsible
to anybody" as Princewell says;
rather they are free to do or say
anything as long as they are not
encroaching on another's free·
dom. which is another wsy of
saying that they are responsible
to one another. Furthermore. the
family ties and bonds inherent in
Nigeria is an attribute that one
should be very proud of. It is
that togetherness that makes on
otherwise unbearable life worth
the while; living as opposed to
merely existing.
Finally, I have read Alex
Haley's 'Roots' and also had the
opportunity to watch the eightday TV coverage of the Story. I
find Princewell's criticism of
"Roots" both unfounded and
unfair . It is amazing that
Princewell does not seem to
appreciate the fascinating wsy
the history of Africa has
stored and passed down the
generations by the prodigious
griots of Africa. The historical
information a nd knowledge
stored in the brains of one griot
is comparable to the written
information in a whole library.
Alex Haley bas not claimed to
have embraced all cultures and
religions in Africa, and has in no
way attempted to do that. His
book is center on Kunta Kinte
and his descendants and not a
dissertation on the cultrual and
religous beliefs of the whole
Africa or of all Gambia for that
matter. Niether did Haley imply
that he did not meet with
problems in the search for his
roots .
Princewell may not need
of research to find his home,
we all know that Haley was
searching for his home e;the,his home is America.
searched for the
·'Home" .
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Broderick tells about life in
postwar Germany

MRS. JAN KOZLOW BRODERICK: tw spent her chUdhood
traveling Europe. ". thIn.k " W. . lUI Idea) way to grow up" saYI
Broderick.

It's

SO

Jan Kozlow Broderick, an
UMSL graduate student, has
lived a many·faceted life. She
spent her early childhood living
in a post·war Ge rmany and
travelinR across Europe.
In 1951 , at the age of three,
Broderick and her family moved
to Munich, Germany. At that
time. West Germany was riddled
with inflation and a fear of a
communist take·over.
Herman Kozlow, Broderick's
fat9-er, worked for Army Intelligence. Because of his know.
ledge of Germany and of the
German lanlZualZe, he was selected as an undercover agent.
With a false m and a false
occupation, Kozlow and his
family lived in Munich as German citizens. Hi s assignment

was to look for Russian spies
that have infilitrated the American bases in Germany.
German society was extremely
unstable . The Kozlow's maid,
Katherine, was a former lum'Jerjack for the Hitler youth.
Katherine was an important part
.)f the family. If it became
dangerous for Americans living
in Germany, due to communist
threats and verman Underground. it would be necessary
for Broderick's parents to flee
the country.
Rrod erick and her brother
Paul would then be taken in by
Katherine and be raised as
German children. Both she and
Paul spoke the Bavarian dialect
perfectly,.
Due to the fact that certain
items were scarce or rationed,
the black market flourished. The

convenient to bank with St . Johns ....

Our new M Ini ~ Bank I, IUlt a few blOCk' west o .
the UMSl campul. Start ba nki ng with the 'oild
p leC'e ... St. J ohns .

We have FREE CHECKING FOR COl l(GE SlUOENTS

•

• No mInimum balance

~~.~~RUST
l> <r
COMPANY

' ..

9229 NATURAL BRIDGE

·Helplng you c hang e things for the b e tt er '·

College is a part of you r life filled with those
final examsyou'd like to forget. quick meals in
the Union. good friends a na much more.
Acoll~e ring is a symbol ofil all.
In theyears to come. your coll ege ring will
reflect those days gone by at your alma mater.
The week ofF'ebruary 28 lhrough March 5.
1977. is a good time to invest th ese memories in
the purchase of your own Josten's college ring.

GET A FREE PEN.

Come in an d take a look! ~ At your
part icipating college bookstore.
Ge l a free "highlignter" alcohol
pen (to help s t.udy for those
exams) when you present this
coupon. Hurry. s upply limited.

428 · 3014

A SPECIAL DEAL.
Take advantage of our one week only special
offer and get any one or all ofthede1uxe
ring options a t the standard ring price.
Here's what you get: · White or yellow gold
• syuthe tic sunburst s tone or birthstone
• enc rustiDjf • or even fuU name engravinC
on the ioside of the riDg • •• aD at 00
eztraco.t.

Name

City

State

Onl\-el"Slty

Natural

Road

ZIp

Kozlow family was ' forced to
depend upon the black market
for certain necessities, but were
unable to buy the items themselves, b ecause they were
Americans, Katherine, the German maid. would buy the items
for them.
Inflation was prevalent. The
German government would
change the printed money so
that ce rtain types of money
would be worthless within a
short period with only a 48 hour
notice. Hobos and starved out·
casts on the road often stopped
at the Koz.low's house for a
handout.
.
Broderick reca lls h er child·
hood as that of being a happy
one.
"We lived in a suburb of
Munich. It was the kind of
suburb where regularly a man
would bring his sheep to graze
across th e street from ou r
house," she said. "We had a
Jive-in gardener and a maid. J
had everything J wanted ... ·
Venice, Vicnna, Milan . Paris.
Hamburg, the Italian Riviera,
and Frankfurt were all part of
Broderick's world. "I th ink of
my childhood as being ideal. At
that time it seemed all the world
was my playground. This period
of my life remains frozen in my
mind. It represents to me a very
beautiful world. "
Lake Kenzie. Hitler's private
villa. was taken over by the
American army and remodeled
into a motel. Hitler's staff was
still there. The Kozlows celebrated Christmas and the binhday
of
Ade le
Kozlow.
Brode rick 's mother. in Eva
Braun's, private dining room.
"When I came to America. I
came as a for eigner." recalled
Broderick. '"
thought of
America, as the glorious garden
la nd."
There were certain
adjustment problcms. especially
with the language.
Aft er moving severa l times
the Kozlows toot: up reside nce in
Sa n Francisco. a place Broderick
still thinks of as home. In 1967
she married Roben Broderick
and moved to St. Louis.
In 1974, she received a
Bachclor of Arts deg ree in lin
Hi story and is currer-tly 3
research ass istant in history.
This fall she will receive hcr
Masters in American history
with a concentration in photographic art. The thesis is " How
to Use Photography as Historical
Documents." After graduation
Broderick hopes to obtain a job
as a photographic historian, but
regrets leaving UMSL.
"I find UMSL 10 be a fascinating environment," she said.
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AroundUMSL
Feb. 24 · Mar. 3
MEEnNG: Bible Study group
will hold a meeting at 11:30 a.m.
in roort! 266. University Center.

Thursday

FlLM: .. An.imal Farm" will
be shown at 8:15 p.m. in room
101 Stadler Hall.

MEETlNG: Thf' lIMSl Senale
will meet at 3:15 p.m., room
222 J.C. Penney Building.

TAX SERVICE: Beta Alpha
Psi will offer tax services in
room 156 University Center frolll
8:30 a.m. until 2 p.m.

THEATRE: The Unverslt'
Players will perform in "Knigh'
of Ihe Bu rning Pestle" al 8:OC
p.m . room 105 Benlon Hall.
Admission is 51 with UMSL 10
and 52 for public.

Tuesday

Friday
GALLERY 2 10: Exhibits
from the Philip Pearlstein Gal·
lery will be on displa)' daily
esce pt Saturday and Sunday
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. in 210
Lucas Hall.
SWIM MEET: at the Wash·
ington University Invitation
Tourname nt at 7 a.m . al Wash·
ington University.
BASKETBALL:
Riverv.·omen
will host the MAIAW State
Tournament at UMSl at 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. Admission: 7S cen ts
with UMSL !D.
FRIDA Y MAGAZINE: Guest
William Hungate. former U.S .
Representative and an inlerview
y,ith Stat e Senator. Harriet
Wood s on ERA. Rock music
follows.
rHEt\TRE: The University
P Jyers will perform "K night of
thl' Burning Pestle" ilt 8 p.m. in
room 105 Benton Hal l. Admis.
sion b 51 with UMSL !D and 52
for public.
MEETING: The Traditional
~lu sic Lovers will meet at 11 :30
·I.m. in room 156 in the Univer"'il), Center.
MEET ING: The ACCOunting
Club will hold a meeting at 12
p.m. in room 222 J .C. Penney
Bllildmg.
FILM : "Sherlock Holmes '
Smaner Brother" will he st-own
al d p.m. in room 101 Stadler
Hall. Admission is 7S cents with
UMSL 10.

TAX SERVICE: Beta Alpha
Psi will offer tax services in
room 156 University Center from
Sz;JO a.m. to 2 p.m:
F ILM: English 10 Class"Wild Strawberries" will be
shown at 8:15 a.m .. 12:1S and
2:30 p. m. in lucas H~I1.

Saturday
SWIM MEET: at the Washington Unviersity Invitation
Tournament al 9 a.m. at Wash·
ington University.
BASKFl'BALL: Riverwomen
will host the MAIAW State
Tournament at UMSL at 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. Admission is 5\.50.
TEST: The GRE test will be
held in rooms 120. 201 and 211
in Benton Hall at 7:30 a.m.
THEATRE: The University
Players will hold a performance
of " Knight of the Burning
Pestle" at S p.m. in room 105
Benton Hall . Admission is $1
wilth UMSL ID and $2 {or
public.
COMMUNIVERSITY: There
will be a Figure Drawing Session
in room 132. SSB Building. at
9:30 a.m.
MEETINGI The St. Louis Association of Wargame rs will
have a meeting at noon in room
22 J.C. Penney Building.

-,

""~"'I"E~L, -..

o·1l..E.1iJ.f ."~L'~ ~1 ~£Et>I~

l'£DIoI iou'- S~LS'l'\O>.L -

V«..'~

Qu....-...rnNEPT\.iE. ~'" IJIC'I',I.WE. OE:I"O."\\OIE. HoW ~ <W ITS
cxa.P~ ,..,.,-y HA>.E EJ;;I'E~
A '~ ~!Gt1~ .'.""

FILM: "Sherlock Holmes'
Smater Brother" wil b e shown
at 8 p.m. in room 101, Stadler
Hall, Admission is 75 cents
with UMSllD.

Sunday
THEATREI The University
Players will perform in " Knight
of the Burning Pestle" at 8 p.m.
in room lOS, Benton Hall.
KWMUI Requests all night.
453-5965. Great rock music on
KWMU 90.7 P.M.
MEET ING: De lta Zeta will
meet in room 121 J .C. Penney
Building at 5:30 p.m.
MEETiNGI Alpha Xi Delta
will hold a meeting at 6 p.m. in
the Universi!y Center and at 7
p.m . in room 222. J.C. Penney
!JuLlding.
CREATIVE AGING: "TheHis_
tory of Religions in St. Louis"
with Rabbi Robert P. Jacobs will
be featu red at noon on KWMU
90.7 PM.
WRITERS WORKSHOPI Women 's Resource room, third floor
of Wome n 's Bu ildi ng, Washington University.

FILM: " Richard III will be
s hown at 8:15 in room 101
Stadler Hall.
MEETING: Sigma Pi will hoel
a meeting at 7 p.m . in room 126
in the J.e. Penney Building.
MEETlNG: Tau Kappa Epsi.
Ion will meet in room 229, J .C.
Penney. Building at 6 p.m.
MEETlNG: The Random t'an·
dom Club will hold discussions,
music. films and latest items of
popular culture to be bought and
sold from noon until 5 p.m. in
room 126. J.C. Penney Building.
Admission is 50 cents.

GALLERY 210: Philip Pearlstein' s "Prints from St. Louis
Collections" will be displayed in
room 210. Lucas Hall from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m.
TAX SERVICE: Beta Alpha
Psi will offer tax services in
room 156 University Center from
8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Monday Thursday
FACULTY RECITAL; will be
held at 8 p.m. in the J .C.
Penney Auditorium -E dith
Schiller, piano; Deborah Bloom,
violin; Catherine Lehr, cello.
Admission is free .
GALLERY 2101 Prints from
the Philip Pearlstein collection
will be displayed in room 210
Lucas Hall from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
"Prints from St. Louis Collec·
tions ...
CLASS: University of Missouri
School of Social Work. Social
Work 410 will hold a class in
room 404. Benton Hall at 8 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.

TAX SERVICEl Offered by
Beta Alpha Psi in room 156
Unviersity Center from 8:30 a.m.
until 2 p.m.
KAFFEE STUNnE: will meel
in room 75 J.e. Penney Building
al 12:40 p.m.
TEST: A Chemistry Awards
Contest will be held at 10:30
a.m. in room 58 University
Center.
MEETING: Bible Study will
meet in room 155. University
Center at 11 ;30 a.m.
TEST: GED test will be
at 3:30 p.m. in room 120 A_ . . . . .
Hall.

,
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UE Nuclear reactor sparks power questlons
I

•
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nudeAl' power
MIke Lowe

The peaceful use of the atom
has been a fervent dream of
man s ince be ente red tbe

"atomic age" nearly 32 years
ago. Radioactive: cobalt and
iodine have helped man combat
disease . And atomic power
gem:utors promise 10 deliver
use from the spectre of future
energy crises.
But does atomic power
m o re than it can
critics say yes. Union
says
no.
The Union Electric Company
~~:P~':':~~':'~'.;'I~Y,,;d:~eveIOPing
its plant
first
generating

~I.,"d,

~

Fulton . Missouri ,
miles west of the St.
When
it is

~~;;plle, ,;;':.

UE expects this

to provide as much as
megawatts of electricity for
UE system· approximately
perce nt of the expected
energy needed to satisfy
industry
aDd
comsume r
demands.
The plant will consist of two
The first will be
by 1982. The second
wi ll be operational by
In 1987, 60 per cenl of
UE's power will come from coal,
36 per cenl from atomic energy,
three per cent from hydroclCdric
• ~~;.,;,".; ••~nd pumped storage
rr
and only one per cent

Electric
is
a lso
to research on the
"e:rolic" energy
geothermal, solar
and wind po",·er. But the
,;;~;p;;~; is finnly behind atomic

~,o;~:~'~~"

powCt'··UE says that the notic
energy so urces will not be
available until at least the year
2000. And we need power npw.
Proponents of UE's Fulton
plant say it will provide safe.
clean power at very reasonable
operating costs compared to oil
or coal po wered plants . Th e
plant's opponents say that the
costs .. monetary and ecological.
are too high .
Electricity is produced in an
ato!llic power plant wh en
neutrons from uranium atoms
s trike the nucleu s of other
uranium atoms whi ch causes
re ulron s to break loose and
strike other atoms and on and
on. When Ithese neutrons break
loose, the atoms release
radiation and heat. The heat
-produces steam which turns the
generators.
Environmentalists
nuclear physicists feel
radiation and thermal
generaled by atomic
plants create more of a
than the cheap power
Many consumers ague.
nuclear referendums have
sponsored in California, ,~~;:;~~~
Was hington, Colorado, "
Montana and Ohio.
Sweden's new prime
Tho rbjorn
Palldin,
announced plans to
of Sweden's
plants. .H.'. .__,
nuclear

At 9:01 p .m. OD January 3, .
1961 , the automatic radiation
lianos sounded .t the se...-urity
station aever.1 miles away.
When scientists arrived, the
building was silent. Th.t WBll
because aU three oper.ton;.....ere
dead ..killed in what the Atomic
Energy Commission refered to
as. " nuclear e:rcursion".
The AEC' s accident report,
issued June 11 , 1961 . 6tated
" We can not s.y with any
certainty what initiated the .5L-l
explosion, and it is possible we
may never know."
It is important to point out
that the "e:tDtosToti" the AE0
spoke of
e:rplosion.

0'

Th,

'.~~;:~~'~::~:~I'd;~::d;g~OVercould
57

~

University of Michigan

~~~~:~~~e~a

mi'i'""r<'

;:~~~~~:~:~~:::~:;'~

Swed~n
"d

to

~~~~~~;:~~~~;~~;:~

sources.
develop
But
Union
i
is
convinced that atomic power is
safe.
. , No member of the public,"
said Herman Leibovich , assistant
manager of public inf~rmation
for Union Electric, "has been
injured .. let alone killed.. by the
opera t ion of nuclear power
plants in their 20 year history."
The key word here is
"public." Three soldiers, two
Anny technicians and a Navy
e lect rician were servicing a
small reactor at the govern·
ment's Id a ho Falls , Idaho
research slation. The reactor
was designed to be plunked
down in remote areas of the
arctic to provide light and heat
for small military bases there.
The reactor, called "SL- I", only
produced about 200 kilowatts·
enough for about a dozen houses
(about two-tenths of one·percent
the power of the Fulton re.ctor).

lost , the so·c.lled "China
syndrome" could result.
The China syndrome occurs
when t.he s uper. hot uran ium
core is no longer cooled by the
water. Its temperature soars and
the uranium core melts down
into a hot, syrupy goo which in
tum melts straight through the
bottom of the reactor . Th e
uranium continues reacting with
itself and melting down through
the ground "to Ch in a."
Actually. the molten uranium
could continue burning its way
down through the ground for up
:0 six months. All the while it
release a deadly ,
would
radioacti...e cloud of gas··invisible
to the eye, ' but capable of
spreading a ve il of de.th
covering an area the size of the
state of Pennsylvania.
The AEC released a study
,during the 'SO's on the effects of
a bad accident in a small
The AEC estimates that
would be killed .
or stricken by

'

~i~~~~

into
away from
it creates steam
to turn
turb ines which
generate elcctricity7
Ezperts agree that light·water
reactors are safer t han the
so·ca ll ed "b reede r r eactors " ,
But t here a re a numbe r of
accidents which can spell catas·
tropbe for a Iight.water reactor.
It's fue l cannot form a
"c rit.i cal mass" necessary for
the reactor to blow up like an
atomic bomb. But under
accident conditions the S I')()(} F.
degree core could fall into the
coolant water. The resulting
steam exp losion cou ld breach
the reactor' s containment and
spew deadly radioactive debris.
Or, if the coolant water were

the
of sta udy
majoronreactor
in a highly popuJated
are. such as Detroit. This report

concluded that potentially
133,000 could be killed. The
~."'~'m'h'''' were not able to put
on the number injured or
damage.
Ine not the only
a safe reactor can
menace. The subject of
is also frequently
up by environmentalists
a nd othe r opponents of the
nuclear powcr industry. A de·
liberate act of sabotage cou ld
send the reactor into the China
sy ndrome . Or. the possibility
ih.'lt
atomic
wastes .. some
po isonous a nd othe rs ca nce r·
producing .. could be re leased
should not be ignored . And
there is always the possibility
that atomic fuel transportation
mishaps can occur. Nine serious
accidents occured in 1958 alone
involving the tra nsportation of
radioactive materials.
UE is aware of these pro·
blems.
" We are concerned about
terrorism." said Lelbovich. "But
we think we can deal with' the
lIlt uation . And t here are a
number of practical methods (of
waste dispos.l) being considered
which late c.re of the problem

a na do no t require constant
monitoring ...
With all the possible draw·
backs to atomic energy, we are
still faced with the problem of
America's increasing demand for
cheap electricity. The utilities
say that in over SOOrreactor hours
of power reactor operation there
have been no .ccidents which
have resulted in loss of propeny
or life. The statistics indicate
that the atomic power industry is
"one of the safest of all
industries. "
Feelings ru n deep in this
controversy. Both sides can cite
statistics and eumples to prove
both arguments. But there are
some facts which stand out
clearly:
There is no way to insure
yourse lf ag.inst an atomic
aa:idenl. No insurance company
in the country will protect the
individual from
such a n
accident.
In fact . the atomic reactor
in dustry ' itse lf ca n riot get
insurance. With the possibility
of tens of thousands of injuries
f rom a sing le accident and
property damage in the billions
of dollars, no conglomeration or
consolidation of insura.nce com·
panies can be found who are
willing to take on so awesomt' a
burden.
The U.S. tu payer is insuring
the atomic reactor industry. The
Price·Anderson Act. passed by
Cong,-ess in September of
and due to expire in
provides for the government to
supply S500 million wort.h of
government insurance. providing
the utilities could come up with
S60 million more. They did.
If an atomic aa:idcnt occured .
the utility at fault would not be
lIable for any damages exceed·
ing this S560 million ceiling. In
the case of the accident that the
University of Michi~an mention·
ed, each of the 33,000 dead
would be wonh S42S0.00-·and
there would be no more money
for those injured or property
damaged.
These are the facts on atomic
power plants in general and
Union Eleetric's Fulton plant in
particular. In the final analysis.
Americans are faced with the
question: What is the true cost
of atomic power; Can we slake
our thirst for cnergy and keep
our planet safe and clean?
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Defense measures against rape
Naa ClImater

All women live In fear of rape.
That fear is so pervasive that
some of us do not even conscously perceive hw much it
affect our psyches and restricts
our lives. The purpose of this
artide is not to increase that
fear . Rather, it is to tum that
feal from something vague and
debililating into something useful fer our own protection and
defense. It is only by being
informed and aware that we can
prevent rape situations from
occurring , or understand how to
protect ourselves when they do
occur.
Training in self-defense is
probably the best resource an
individual woman has against
rape . Good self-defense training
provides more than jsut techniques for handling an attack. I
helps us overcome years of
female conditioning against assertiveness, physical activity .
muscular strength and coordin·
ation, and control over our own
bodies and our own space. Good
self-defense training decreases
fear by increasing knowledge
and awareness, and actually
helps us to prevent attack situalions from occurring.
t especially recommend selfdefense classes taught by women for women, because the
emphasis naturally falls on patential rape situations . Any
study of the ma rtial arts is
bener than none, however, if
only for the coordination and
" centeredness" il develops.
Check with the UMSL pbusical
education for classes in Judo

and Karate (not offerred this
semester), and with Communiversity for classes in self·
defense for women.
Knowledge about rape is our
best weapon in helping us to
prevent it. For instance, the fact
that fifty per cent of a1l reported
rapes occur in the victim's home
indicated that the mythical
"dark aUey" is not necessarily
the only place where we must
elercise caution . Instead, we
need dead ,bolt locks on our
windows, too.
More than that, we need to
develop a healthy suspicion of
any stranger al the door. Make
him prove his right to enter your
eRIe. be he gas man. delivery
boy, or Jehovah's Witness. The
Boston Strangler gained entry to
numerous apartments by appearing in vaguely janitorial
clothes and claiming to be a
repairman. Other rapist rei so
far as to wear uniforms. Ask to
se ID's-and ask through the
locked door. not through the few
inches provided by the chain
lock. If lher"! no room for'him to
slide his ID under the door, th~n
call the service agency he claims
to represent. If he's legitimate,
he'll wait.
Rapists come from all dasses,
races, ages, and social backgrounds. It's impoMant for women to learn not to be 100 polite,
and not to defer to age, status,
appearance or other appa rent
indicators of "hannlessness" in
a potential rapist_ For instance.
elevator rapes are common. We
have to be tough enough to
refuse to get into an elevator
alone with any man, no matter

rapist has a scenario in his head
how friendly or well-dressed. If
which you can disrupt. Unex·
you do find yourself in that
pected noise, movement, sus·
situation. stay by the control
piciousness or resistance on you
panel, so you have access to the
part may cause him to abandon
alarm and "open door" buttons.
his plan at any point in the
The danger at UMSL is as real
process.
as anywhere e lse . We must
In titreatenign situation, the
acknowledge it and force others
to acknowledge it. Don't walk to
adage tnat "the best defense is
a good offense" may be true.
your car alone. especially after
dark. Arrange with another woBecause a rapist has cer tain
man in you class to leave
expectations about the behavior
together, walk to one car and dri
of his victim, the element of
surprise can be on your side.
to the other, if necessary. Make
sure that your escon waits until
Women in this society are
you are inside the car and ready
trained not to take risks. not to
make a move until they're
to drive.
If you spot anyone or anything
absolutely sure they know what
that you consider suspicious.
is going on. lJa rape situation it
don't worry about offending.
may be important not to hest·
him. Use the emergency tele·
tate. Scream before he says,
"Don't scream or )'\1 choke
phones located around campus
you." Strike him-in the solar
to report the person or incident
plexus, Adam's apple, noso, or
to the UMSL Police. (Emergency
eyes-before he lays his hands
telephones are marked on cam·
on you.
pus maps by asterisks. Find out
where all five are located.)
Even if you're not that quick,
noise is a good surprise weapon.
First, do not allow yourselft to
be followed. Irrational fear says ~ Screaml U you aren't sure you
can scream, carry a police
to keep walking and not tum
whistle on your key chain or
around, when you suspect some·
around your wrist.
one is following you. Probably
the safest thing you can do is
Any weapon does no good
tum around. stare, yell if you
un less you have it out and
must, confront the manready. Some women rely on cans
especially if you are out on a
of mace, but hair spray and
street where there are lights and
' vaginal deodorant are also very
people, traffic or residences.
painful when sprayed in the face
Don't wait until he's close.
and eyes. (And they don't conDon't wait until you reach your
strtute unlawful concealed weapons.) Oven deane r is absolutely
destination.
devasting: it can do serious
Seventy I :r cent of aU Noped
pennanent damage to eyes and
are olanned. Tha means that the

skin.

In dose contact situation, you r
hands are as good. for weapons
as the proverbial umbrella or
any other such aid. Most women
have little hope of beating men
in a fair fight . The trick is to
fig ht dinyl Go for the eyes-not
~ratc:hing, but poking your
thumb in them. Strike the bot·
tom of hi.s nose with the heel of
your palm. in.a.-ft upward thrust.
Stamp on his instep. Kick him in
the kcess- ot in any other
obviously vulnerable places.
When he's huM badly enough to
let go of you, run.
This is where self-defense
training becomes strictly neces,
sary. Yet it should not be strictly
necessary for women to learn
these things. We should not
hane to live our lives in fear of
violent attack . It is not our
responsibility, as individual women, to prevent rape. It is the
responsibility of society at large,
and espec:ially of men. who
make up one hundred per
of all rapist. But it 5i
for us, as individual women,
educate ourselves about rape
order to gain some immediate
control over our daily lives.

impo',.."

. _,....,awa..-....

(314) ~~:;;;;;;.

haircut and blow d ry
$6.0 0
get the style
for bOlh me't
an(/ women

BR

cut you wa'!t

without the ripoff price

KDALE
727-8143

780::; CIa ton Road

I

on to

Thursday, Mardl3 - 6:3) pm
Hillel 6300 FoByIh ~hId.
Fol lowed by a Purlmsplel, HamantaYlcen, Uquld
Refreshment
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Burton

"The vttnharp's leading
modem Jazz player"

appearing Wednesday, March 9

•

,

at

Mississippi Nights
914 North 1st St.
on Laclede's Landing

tickets ,5.00
Advance purchase recommended
(limited supply left)
appearing with

A Full Moon Consort

e
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Cinnater
appointed
coordinator of
Womens Center
The five-month search is
over. After reviewing applications from allover the country,
Chancellor Arnold Grobman has
appointed Nancy Cinnater as the
full -time coordinator of the
Women's Center .
The appointment of Cinnater,
a native St. Louisian who had
been working in the east, as
Coordinator is the happy culmination of nearly a year of
unccnainty for many of UMSL's
women.
" I see myself basically as the
organizer for the constituency of
the Women's Center." Cinnater
said. "I think the Center shou ld
be a base for programming for
other camp us activities. I'm
open to suggestions from the
students and faculty about our
future, but I'll also be a catalyst
for ideas if nece5sary."
Cionater, 24, holds a B.A. in
English from Swanhmore College and an M.A. in Women':;,
Histo ry from Sarah Lawrence
College.
Before she came to UMSL she
was an administrative assistant
to the director of Women's
Studies Programs at Sarah lawrence. She has also coordinated
a community outreach program
of women's !ltUriico; courses and
produced her own feminist radio
inte("\liew program.
In additio.l to re<'Civing input
[rom the university community,
Gnnater is eager to implement
some of her own ideas.
"Many women are raised
without basic survival stills and
I see my job panly as providing
the necessary services to fill that
gap."
Cinnater was budgeted 52.600
to spend on resource matenals
tor the Center. How that money
IS spent will have a large impact
on the effective ness of the
Women 's Center.
"1 he money will be uscd for a
variety of projects, " she said.
"Some of it will be used to bring
feminist lecturers and authors to
campus , "
" If we want to plan 5Omethin8
big, such as hosling a confer·
ence on women's studies or
holding a. ~'eekend workshop on
marriage, we might get 550 from
seve ral different departments
that would have an interest in
the issue:'
". view the passage of the
ERA as a historic inevitability."
she said. "The national ERA
coalition has almost written off
Missouri as a possible state for
ratification but the local people
are more optimistic. I think. it
has a good chance of bing
passed here."
"There's also a need for
clinics that can provide information about legal or tenant
rights," she said. "We might
also provide advice for single
mmhers or older returning students.

NORTH
975 South Florissant Avenue
522-1111

OPEN 7 DAYS
'TIL MIDNIGHT

SOUTH
6413 Hampton Avenue
351-1111

"It would be a mistake to
view the passage of the ERA as
the end of the contemporary
women's movement, just as it
was a mistake by the suffragists
to view passage of the 19th
!lmendment as an end to the
women's movement then."
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Players put on seventeenth
century, burlesque
.
Tony O'COIUKti
UMSL's University Players
will present their first perfor.
mance of 1977. "The Knight of
the Burning Pestle." Feb. 24
through 27, Jim Fay Is directing
the play.
The script was written around
1607 bv the English dramatic
team Beaumont and Fletcher. It
is a good.natured burlesque of
the old·fashloned romantic plays
loved by London audiences ,
which were usually composed of
shopkeepers and tradesmen.
"The Knight of the Burning
Pestle" is actually a play within
a play. In the opening scene, an
actor begins redling lines from
"The Merchant of Londo n."
when suddenly a member of the
audience interrupts the actor.
The citizen, a gf'OC'er, and his
wife insist on devising a play
more suited 10 the audiences's
liking.
The citizen and the audience
then collaborate to give birth to
"The Knight of the Burning
Pestle ." The two plays are then
inte rwoven, which crea les
amusing havoc for both the actor
and the real audience.
The new hero is Rafe, the
grocer's apprentice. The grocer
and his wife direct the play and
provide a running commentary
on the outlandish drama, Rafe
sallies fonh to correct wrong and
to do Rood.

Scholars at
St. Louis
Some 200 Renaissance schol.
ars from across the country are
expt'cted to attend the 1977
Central Renaissance Conference
in St. Louis Feb . 24·26. The
conference is being co..hosted by
the Columbia and St. Louis cam.
puses of the University of Mis.
somi .

Within the framework of " The
London Merchant, " Rafe come
to grief. He bungles everything.
and is further disrupted by his
fUlflbiing assistants.
At the same time, another
apprentice. the witty Jasper,
wins the hand of his employer's
daughter despite her father's
hostility and Rare 's bungling
intervention.
As the knight of the burning
pestle, Rafe is more successful:
he subdues the ugly giant Bar.
barosa. conducts a love affair
with a princess, and is fmally
crowned Lord of the May,
The play is one of the finest
pieces produced during Eng .
land 's Jacobean Period , It is
bound to bring out roaring
laughter. and makes for a n
excellent evening of entenain.
ment.
In the cast are Barry Kepp as
Master Merry thought, Margo
Kavanaugh as Mistress Meni.
thought, Wayne Soloman as
Jasper, and Ray Shay as Mich.
ael.

PLAY WITHIN A PLAYI Bev Pfeffer aDd Debbie Gerber play two of the chancten fa '"The Kafabt of
~
~~alopestle,,, a play that lOme memben of the 'a.dJence' la.lst OD preeeDUag ' Iute&d of the
Ong...... p y. [Photo by 0, De&emwml

KSHE

Steve Oart plays the citizen,
Debbie Gerber plays the wife of
the citizen. Mike Eagen plays
the knight. Tom Kruckemeier
plays Tim. and Christina Mills
plays George. the dwarf.
Also in the cast are Michelle
Loftin. Bev Pfeifer, Tim Bronnen
and John Hann,
Ticket prices are 5) for UMSL
students with an 10.
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you can too!!!
the Current needs writers.
Apply at Room 8, Blue Metal Bldg .

. 'This is the first time this
group has met in the Midwest,"
according to UMO graduate
school dean Lloyd Berry. "And
we have planned a tightly or·
ganized and easily accessible
program .

Academy Award Nomination!

Best Actress Uv Ullmanl

"FACE TO FACE"

9tl0
Renaissance experts professor
Frederick Hartt of\ the University
of Virginia; professor Louis
Martz of Yale University: professor Isidore Silver of Wash.
ington University; and professor
Lac=y Baldwin Smith of Nonh·
western University will highlight
conference speakers.

nOllllnRTlD FOR ... ACADEIIY RWARDS!
Including BEST SONG (EVERGREEN)

1ft-.stRElSRnD

KRlstoi+€Rson

,.R StRR IS BORn00
710S 9:45

_v",-,. ..,~

4:10 7:00

In addition to its scholarly
pursuits, the RenaiMancc group
will be' lreated to an ecumenical
sampling of local university fa·
cilities and talent. The group
will tour St. Louis University's
Vatican Film Library, and attend
performances by Washington
University'S Latayette (';onsort,

The Baptist Student \Inion
invites students (I), faculty to a

Free Spaghetti Dinner
Monday, February 28
at 6:00p.m.
~alesjpeo pleW"ul,~ul

Full or Part Time
Will Train

388-3030

R

SHOWN

Baptist Student Center
8230 Natural Bridge

383-2456

new

It. has to be Lne
best adult
film of
1978.
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Prairie League shows variety
Erk NellIOD

The Fox Theatre took on the
sounds of the Grand 01' Opry

when two country rock groups,
Brewer and Shipley and Pure
Prairie league, played to •
crowd of over 3000.
The Folt was definitely an
ideal setting fot' the type of
music being played since the
harmonies of Brewer and Shipley would probably have been
lost at Kicl. Pure Prairie League
would have had to play at a
volume that would have lowered
, the quality that was experienced
at the Fox.
Brewer and Shipley's voices

were never drowned out by their
instruments and the vocal hat-

monies came through extremely
well. At times during the set the
acoustic Ruitars were diffi~1t to
hear but they came through
dearly at the riRht times.
Brewer and Shipley drew their
largest responses from the two
hits "One Toke Over the Line"
and" Brain Damage."
After a short intermission.
Pun': Prairie League began their
set which was a lot more electric
than Brewer and Shipley. One of
the more enjoyable aspects of
PPL's show was their variety of
musical styles. They were able
to move from a Merle Haggard

country standard to a Linda
Rondstadt lop 40 single with
great ease. though most of the
show was of the country-rock
type music for which they are
best known.
Pure Prairie League's set
was louder than Brewer and
Shipley's but the volume was
never unbearable . The only
sound problem was difficulty in
hearing the bass player's voice
al time during the set.
All told, this was a very
enjoyable concert. In addition to
the quality of the music being
excellent. the Fox Theatre orovided a far more comfortable
and pleasant music environment
than the huge, drafty Kiel. It is
,'loped that the Fox will continue
to offer concert productions.

Plastic and metal exhibit has appeal
Tony O'Connor
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An exhibit titled "Iro:J. Precious Metals and Plastics" is
showing at Craft Alliance Gal·
lery. J!!e artist is Stephen Bon·
di. an assistant professor in
metals at Rhode Island School of
Desian.
It is unsual to find an artist
who masters two mediums. Plastics and metals are, however .
not altogether different in the
way they are form ed. Both
substances must be heated to
make them flexible . The plastic
is then tooled by hand, and the
iron is forged with a hammer.
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Speaker Craft

7505 Big .....

Webster Grov.,. Mo.
(3141 968·2170

One parti cu lar piece titled
"Coat Hook" combines forged
iron. gold, copper. and plastic.
The shape resembles a lobster.
and the different parts of the
structure are composed of H.e
different substances.
The iron and gold forgings ace
finished with quality precision.
Because the metals are forged
by hand rather than casted or
molded. their finish reflects ex·
actly what the artist wanted. The
curves of the antennae on the
coat hook sculpture are flawless,
and thus truly resembles the
antennae of a lobster .
The plastic pieces are unique.
Bondi breaks our conception of
plastic forms by making objects
that thrive with life.
Many of the pieces have
animal characteristics. One work
is cu rved. grooved. indented.

A VICTORIAN MELODRAMA
WITH LONDON FOG , PURLOINED LETTERS ,
SEEDY CRIMINALS AND A BEAUTIFUL LADY IN DISTRESS, SHERLOCK HOLMES
WAS WRITTEN BY ACTOR/PLAYWRIGHT WILLIAM GILLETTE AND FIRST PRODUCED
IN LONDON IN 1899.
THE PLOT, WHICH PITS SHERLOCK HOLMES AGAINST HIS ARCHENEMY PROFESSOR
MORIARTY, IS A COMBINATION OF TWO OF SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE'S MOST
FAMOUS HOLMES STORIES, A SCANDAL IN BOHEMIA and THE FINAL PROBLEM.
THE MOST RECENT REVIVAL OF THIS PLAY WAS A 1973 LONDON PRODUCTION
BY THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY . IN 1974, THIS SHOW Wft$ T~~SFERRED
TO BROADWAY WHERE IT PLAYED FOR OVER A YEAR . THE SHOW WHICH WILL BE
PRESENTED AT THE AMERICAN THEATRE IS DERIVED FROM THE ORIGINAL RSC
PRODUCTION, BUT HAS BEEN REDESIGNED AND RECAST FOR THIS TOUR.
THE
CURRENT PRODUCTION FEATURES FIVE ELABORATE SETS DEPICTING FAMILIAR
HOLMES TERRITORY - FROM THE DETECTIVE'S BAKER STREET DIGS TO DOCTOR
WATSON'S KENSINGTON CONSULTING ROOMS. A YOUNG AMERICAN. JOHN MICHALSKI,
IS FEATURED IN THE TITLE ROLE, WITH VETERA.~ PERFORMER JlURT KA?.NAR
PLAYING THE PART OF PROFESSOR MORIARTY.

Tuesday,March1S 8:00pm
American Theater
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER INFORMATION DESK

and painted to resemble an
octopus arm. The resemblance is
ncar perfect. The teKture is not
surreal a~ are many animatized
art Objects. The surface is hard
and resilient , and yet has the
sensation of depth. of softness
that so closely resembles skin
and muscles.
Another animated piece is the
back side of a telephone receIVer
painted and Ii:toOved to resemble
a turtle shell. The green color
small. geometric squares closely
match the real thine.
Stephen Bondi has c reated
some very unusual and ap·
oealine art. His interesting display of shapes and tenures is
a good example of 20th century
modem art . The eIhibition runs
through March 2 at the Craft
Alliance Gallery, located al 6640
Delmar BLVD .• in the he:.rt of
the Delmar Loop.
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Swimmers at peak
8m Wtt.on
A third place finish in the St.
Louis Area Collegiate Athletic
Association championshiop meet
was all the Rivermen could
muster last Saturday It UMSL's
pool. although many SLACAA
and school rea)rds .....ere broken.
"St.Louis University's schol• arships gave them the edge over
both Wahington Unviersity and
us, although WaShington Universitv came very dose." stated
(oach Monte Strub. "Even
through this, I teel that we
performed better than either of
the other telms, and have
improved t{uoughout the season
far more than did either of
them. We did it without the
advantages some of them had."
The final scores illustrate how
dose the scores stayed throughout the day·long. 34 event meet,
..... ith St. Louis University the
vict9..t~ holding 149 points. fol -

MemberWp offered
Frontenlc Tennis Club. 10455
German Blvd .. located at Lind·
bergh and Conway Rd. is making
an
offer
to
the
students and the faculty or
UMSL.
Prior to this time lin individual
joing the tennis club would pay
170 for 11 membership. They
are now making it possible to
join the club at a reduced
membership for students and
h culty, of only 510 . Thio;.
membership is for Fridays Irom
11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. or a
~duced court rate- Doubles 52.
a player per hour, and singles 54
a player per hour.
All memberships are in effect
until September 30. 1977. For
,ore information call 99 1·0646.

lo.....ed by Washington Unviersity
with J44 and UMSL 108.'Strub was especially pleased
with severa) individual performances by his swimmers in
which they defeated top· seeded
strokers from the other schools.
Dave Barnes gave one of the
meet's best performances as he
won the 100 yard breaststroke
eve nt. simultaneously setting
both school and SLACAA records with a winning time of
1:05.273 (an electronic timeing
system was used for the meet).
Rob West also gave an outstanding effon in the 100 yard
backstroke. moving from a seeded place of fourth to win the
event and set school and
SLACAA records with a time of
1:02.747.
In women's events. the Riverwomen's only victory was
achieved by Carolyn Darst in the
SOO yard freestyle.
., Another of the best performances of the meet was in the
400 yard medley relay." said
Strub. The relay was made up of
We..<ilt on backstroke. Barnes on
breaststtoke, Conrad Philipp on
bunerfly. and Bill Wilson on
freestyle. "Each man swam his
personal best rime, and together
they obliterated the school reo
cord by over two full seconds."
The mark. is now set at 3:56.5.
All in all, thirteen SLACAA
records were br ok.en out of
seventeen men's events, th ree or
them by SLU's Steve Wilson.
This .....eekend the Rivermen
will close out their season by
competing in the Wahington
Uoviersity Invitational. Friday
night at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday
from 9 a.m. on throughout the
day. UMSL will be competing
along with Washington Univer·
sity. P rincipia. SLU, William
Jewell . and Austin College.

AT LAST, • Ont plaee IIwlmmer reaebe8 bI. goal In the recent SLAAC meet. rPboto by Scott PeteReDJ

Becker moves on in sports
As a young git! growing up in
Festus, Mo.. Terry Becker was
always the outdoors type.
While some girls were playing
with dolls. Terry Beder was
getting the 15·ft. jump shot
down pat and while others were
learning to cook and sew. Becker
was learning the intricacies of a
lone defense.
Now. as a student at UMSL,
Becker is still shooting that
IS-ft. jumpl!f and learning about
diffe rent defenses. While she
has never cared much for dolls.
her eyes light up at the slightest
mention of basketball, or any
other sport for that matter.
" When I was growing up I
went more for the sports than
for anything else. I Iilt~ the
movement and the competition. "

said the 5 ft ·8in. junior s,l.ril
shooter. Becker rewrote the
Riverwomen 's single season
record book last year after
cransfering from Southeast
Missouri State.
"I played playground ball with
the guys,"
she laughed.
recalling the bumps and the
bruises she suffered along the
way.
The three-sport UMSL stat.
who also excels in volleyball And
softball. would like to sec a linle
bit more equality in schOlarship
aid.
"I think it is good for women
to gel scholarships, just like
men. It ·s deserYing for the
women who work hard at it. I'd
hate to see It get so
commercialized like the men's
sports. but women's scholarship.
are good IS long as they're kept

under control." she said.
Currently UMSL gives
half-tuition "h~".;"h ;p,
women. This makes it
hard for women
in some cases she must
held down a job, said Becker.
As far as this year's
goes. the Riverwomen are I
Becker and her friend.
Carmen Forest. a member
1976 U.S. Olympic
team and the UMSL
scoring leader. The two
21.5 and 19.3 points per
respectively.

"'''e(eo

Beclter believes that the
of com petition in
basketball is just as good
men's basketball. She hopes
UMSL students will
her team by packing the
the Riverwomen qualify
state tournament.

The University Program Board Presents:

Susan Brownmiller
Author of the best se ll i ng book ,
AGAINST OUR Wlll ,Me n, Wom e n , Rap e

Against Our Will
Men, Women and
Friday, March II,
II:4sa.m.
"Rape is an historical condition
underlies all aspects of
female relationships .
It is a crime, not of lust,
but of vio'lence and power."
'"

Susan Brownrniller

J.C. Penney
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